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The Investment Strategy Group (ISG) brings together investment prof essionals
f rom across the global f ixed income platf orm and other Janus Henderson teams,
providing a f orum f or research and debate on the key areas of Fixed Income Asset
Allocation and Macro (including rates and currency). The two sub-groups are
designed to bring together our best ideas globally, aiding decision-making by
portf olio managers around portf olio positioning and risk allocation. The ISG Insight
seeks to provide a summary of recent debate within the group.

The US economy has decisively rebounded f rom the lows reached in March and
April, but momentum has waned in both the economy and the f inancial markets as
rising cases of COVID-19 have f orced some regions to once again restrict activity.
High-f requency data f rom credit cards 1 suggest there has been only a modest
slowing in consumption in recent weeks and the housing market remains bouyant 2,
but initial jobless claims posted their f irst rise in late July since March2 raising
concerns about the employment outlook. We think economic growth is likely to
remain modest, balanced between pent-up demand and partial closures over the
next f ew quarters, but positive nonetheless.
Figures 1 and 2: Rally pauses for breath
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Source: Bloomberg, Investment grade: ICE BofA US Corporate Index, ICE BofA Euro Corporate Index;
High yield: ICE BofA US High Yield Index, ICE BofA Euro High Yield Index, Govt OAS (option adjusted
spreads), 1 January 2020 to 24 July 2020
1
Source: JPMorgan, Daily Consumer Spending Tracker, 26 July 2020.
2
Source: Morgan Stanley, Global High Frequency Activity Tracker, 24 July 2020. Showingtime: US house
showings; Dept of Labor, jobless claims at 18 July 2020.

Navigating a slow US recovery
Since late June, markets have proved resilient to bad news. As cases of COVID-19 grew in regions across the
US, credit markets slowed their rapid pace of recovery but did not widen. And more recently, weak earnings
f igures have been met with an acceptance that economic lockdowns were always going to result in temporarily
poor outturns. Near term credit metrics have deteriorated as higher debt levels meet lower earnings but
expectations are that they should recover f rom a 2020 low point.
However, markets have been encouraged by the message being sent by the world’s central banks. US
Federal Reserve (Fed) Chairman Powell has been clear, consistent and constant in his reminders to the
market that the Fed will do, in his words, “whatever we can, f or as long as it takes” to keep bond markets
f unctioning and credit f lowing to companies. The market has, at this point, no reason to doubt him, and thus no
reason to price f ears of another liquidity collapse. Liquidity aside, zero percent policy rates and direct
purchasing of corporate bonds by the Fed provide conf idence that solid companies needing credit to weather
the current recession will be able to f und themselves at reasonable rates. Put simply, if the worst is over, there
is little reason to think spreads are likely to go signif icantly wider. And there is room f or spreads, particularly in
the high yield market and lower-credit quality structured securities, to tighten f urther.
Following the money
The aggressive actions taken by global central banks since the crisis began have pushed their balance sheets
to historic levels and, particularly in the US, caused money supply to surge. Where does that money go?
Because the rise is historic, it is dif f icult to model based on past experience. However, we believe inf lation is
an unlikely result in the current climate and, similarly, the real economy will be slow to absorb the liquidity as
capital expenditures and hiring are likely to remain subdued. That leaves the f inancial markets. As a matter of
f inancial dynamics, the money does have to go somewhere and buying more f inancial assets is both quick and
easy. By lowering policy rates to zero, the Fed has made it clear it does not want the money to f low to
government securities. Given the Fed’s explicit support f or investment-grade and, to an extent, high yield
corporate bonds, it is an obvious choice f or liquidity to flow into credit markets. Investors seem to agree: all 13
weeks of the second quarter of 2020 saw net inf lows f or US investment grade corporate bond f unds, and 12
out of the 13 weeks had inf lows f or European investment grade corporate bond f unds.3
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Source: Deutsche Bank, EPFR, aggregate figures, Q2 2020.

Figure 3: Central bank purchases
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Figure 4: Broad money growth
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The valuation problem
Financial market inf lation complicates valuation. Intervention by central banks, by def inition, distorts markets
and historic intervention would be expected to create historic distortion. Thus, we are in an unusual, but
understandable, period where price volatility and credit spreads have diverged. Current spread levels are
usually accompanied by lower volatility and vice versa.
The logical conclusion is that f inancial markets are being inf lated, at least relative to the degree of uncertainty
that remains f or the world’s economies. Does this mean that markets are overvalued? We don’t think so.
Instead, we think credit markets have responded rationally to the restoration of liquidity and the promise of
central bank support. But it is dif f icult to imagine a sustained rally f rom current levels without a drop in volatility
– which can be seen as a proxy f or conf idence, specif ically confidence that economic growth will persist. In our
view, the speed of the recovery matters less than the direction. As the market becomes more conf ident that
growth will normalise at some point, we think volatility will trickle lower, and spreads will grind tighter.
Can markets remain immune?
Credit markets, as we said earlier, have remained relatively stubborn in response to bad news including the
recent surge in cases of COVID-19 in the US. While Fed support is largely the cause of this stability, questions
still exist. Can markets remain immune? Could credit spreads stay stable if economic activity dips again or if a
recovery is pushed back? In our view, the short answer to both is yes. But the magnitude of any setback to
growth is important. Should the economy wobble, or its strength wane, we think credit markets would by and
large look the other way, though some sectors and securities may be hurt worse than others. In the event of
another country-wide lockdown, however, we think aggregate spreads would widen.
Fortunately, there is little evidence this is likely. Instead, we think a ‘muddle-through’ scenario is by f ar the
most likely result of the complicated f ormula made up of rising cases, regional shutdowns, progress on
treatments, and the eventual arrival of a vaccine. We believe that at some point the US economy will
normalise, and both the Fed and Congress will do what it takes to shoulder markets until that happens.
If we are correct, we would expect credit spreads to tighten in the months ahead. Markets are f orward looking
and if they too believe in an eventual economic normalisation, risk ought to be priced lower and spreads ought
to tighten. While this could cause the dislocation between current economic data and f inancial market
valuation to become more distorted, that would be par f or the unusual course we are on.

What we are watching
The outlook f or global economic growth depends on the growth rate of the COVID-19 virus. Should it
accelerate to exponential, it is likely that a larger-scale shutdown in the impacted region will be necessary.
While this is most likely to occur in the US, inf ections in Latin America have been climbing steadily and
emerging Asia has seen a rise in new cases. However, progress in medical solutions has been rapid, with
numerous vaccine candidates in trials now4. Both the growth rate of the virus and the progress on vaccines
must be monitored closely as the ef f ects will have a wide impact.
4

Source: Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (Cepi), Cepi publishes analysis of COVID-19 development landscape, April
2020; New York Times Coronavirus vaccine tracker, July 2020.

The US, in particular, is also vulnerable to f iscal support being inf luenced by politics as the November election
draws nearer. While we expect Congress will ultimately provide support to the unemployed and to states
f acing unexpected budget def icits as a result of the coronavirus, we are aware that politics does not always
f ollow logic. As the market shares our view that f iscal support is likely, a f ailure to provide it would be a shock
to markets, and spreads would likely widen dramatically. Meanwhile, tensions have escalated between the US
and China and while we think it unlikely that there will be market-moving geopolitical events bef ore the
November election, we acknowledge the risk.
In the long term, we believe f undamentals drive market valuations and expect the global economy will see a
sustained recovery. In the short term – barring a coronavirus- or politics-induced shock – f iscal policy and
central bank stimulus can provide enough f uel to keep economic activity strong enough to support f inancial
markets. Central banks generally are inclined to be slower in removing support than providing it, because they
know that it is ultimately less costly to prevent a liquidity problem than to f ix one. With inf lation below the Fed’s
target level in the US, the risk of being too generous in providing liquidity is even less. And since the money
has to go somewhere, we think credit spreads should f ind support in this environment, even if economic
growth is slow to return. Absent better-than-expected economic news, spreads might not rally signif icantly, but
the yields of f ered in the meantime are, in our view, attractive.
For stronger capital returns, we think investors may have to move along the credit spectrum, where spread
dif f erentials remain elevated relative to recent years albeit lower than during some previous crisis episodes
(see Figures 5 and 6). This may include taking more risk in the high yield corporate bond markets, the lowerrated segments of the structured securities market, or the emerging markets. However, while the lower creditquality sectors of f er more upside, they also of f er more risk insof ar as they are – broadly speaking – more
susceptible to changes in economic growth, particularly within the more cyclical sectors or commoditysensitive regions.
Figure 5: Differential in spread between rating grades (Investment grade)
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Source: Bloomberg, Govt OAS, ICE BofA US Corporate BBB minus ICE BofA US Corporate A, ICE BofA Euro Corporate BBB minus A,
ICE BofA Asian Dollar Corporate IG BBB rated minus A rated, weekly datapoints, 23 July 2010 to 24 July 2020. Dashed lines show latest
regional figure at 24 July 2020

Figure 6: Differential in spread between rating grades (high yield)
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Source: Bloomberg, Govt OAS, ICE BofA US High Yield B minus ICE BofA US High Yield BB, ICE BofA Euro High Yield B minus BB, ICE
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Summary
•

The United States economy has decisively rebounded f rom the lows reached in March and April, but
momentum has waned in both the economy and the f inancial markets. Economic growth will likely
remain modest, balanced between pent-up demand and partial closures over the next f ew quarters,
but positive nonetheless.

•

Money needs to f ind a home. Central bankers appear determined to use their f ull arsenals to avert
def lation and a deep protracted recession, hence the massive monetary accommodation. With liquidity
likely to be in excess of that which can be absorbed by the real economy in the near term, it is likely to
f low into f inancial markets.

•

We think credit markets responded rationally to the restoration of liquidity and the promise of central
bank support, but it is dif ficult to imagine a sustained rally f rom current levels without conf idence that
economic growth will persist.

•

We believe the yields available in credit markets generally are attractive, although f urther spread
tightening is likely to be limited.
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